FORUM OF BSNL UNIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS
TAMILNADU CIRCLE
DATE:-09.12.2015
TO
THE CHAIRMAN CUM MANAGING DIRECTOR,
BSNL, NEW DELHI.
Respected Sir,
Sub: restoration of BSNL services at rain and flood hit parts of Tamilnadu and relief to rain and flood
affected BSNL Staff-reg.
******
Sir, with due respect, we like to appreciate your good offices for visiting rain and flood affected parts of Tamilnadu
and Chennai. We, on behalf of the Staff of BSNL and subscribers of Tamilnadu, thanking you for your sincere efforts to
provide a best service to our subscribers. In this occasion, we would like to put forth the following few points for
your information and favourable consideration.
First of all, we like to submit you that the executives and non-executives of Tamilnadu BSNL are working very hard
to improve the BSNL services and vow to make the BSNL, a profit earning company.
Our executives and nonexecutives are tirelessly working to restore the rain and flood affected services in all the parts of Tamilnadu, especially
in Cuddalore, Vellore and Pondicherry. We also assure you that we will work with more dedication to restore the
affected services and to provide a customer delight service in Tamilnadu.
1. We request your good offices to provide the necessary stores and materials and also required funds to
restore the services.
2. NGN services are provided in some parts of Tamilnadu and it is yielding good results. Hence we request your
good offices to make necessary arrangements to extend the NGN services to all parts of Tamilnadu.
3. Tarrifs of our leased line internet are comparatively higher than that of other private operators, and if the
same is reduced, it will be very useful to catch more subscribers in this field.
4. Recently, in Nesam Gold plan, facility of full talk time for Rs.200/- is withdrawn. Nesam Gold plan is attractive
to the subscribers. This facility should be re-introduced.
5. More number of vouchers of Rs.110/- is available with our Customer care centers and franchisees. Validity of
these vouchers are going to be lapsed at the end of this month. Hence full talk time offer may be given to the
subscribers for Rs.110/- vouchers upto end of this month.
In addition to this, we like to put forth some staff issues also.
Due to the recent heavy rain and floods, BSNL staff are also affected along with general public. Hence, we
request the BSNL management to extend relief to the flood affected BSNL staff.
7. We also request the management to release flood advance (minimum of Rs.25,000) to the staff of BSNL in
flood affected parts of Tamilnadu Circle.
8. Many valuable belongings of BSNL staff like vehicles, computers, refrigerators and house hold articles are
lost/could not be used due to the recent rain and floods. They may apply for GPF Advance/withdrawals for
the purchase/ repair of essential needy things. Hence we request the management to release the funds for
GPF without delay or restrictions to the staff of Tamilnadu.
9. Some of the BSNL employees have lost all their belongings, such as TV, washing machine, mixie,
grinder, cots, bureau, etc.,etc. Hence, such of those employees should be granted an interest free loan of
Rs.1,00,000/.
10. Due to heavy rain and flood, In many areas of Chennai and Cuddalore SSA, transport facilities were severely
st
th
affected and no transport facilities were available, mainly from 01 to 5 December, 2015. The residences
of BSNL staff were surrounded by huge water and they could not move out to attend duty. Few of the staff,
who could come to the office attended duty without any hesitation during this period may be appreciated.
Moreover necessary special casual leave may be kindly granted to the staff, who could not attend the duty
during the above period as per DP & AR OM No.28016/1/79-Estt(A) dated 28.05.1979.
6.

Thanking You,
Sincerely yours,

(A.BABU RADHAKRISHNAN)
CONVENOR, FORUM &
CS BSNLEU

(R.PATTABI RAMAN)
(R.RAJASEKAR)
PRESIDENT, FORUM &
CS SNEA
CS NFTE BSNL

(S.SIVAKUMAR) (M.S.RADHAKRISHNAN)
CS AIBSNLEA
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